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Progress in Science,
Progress in Society
A timely book on the topic of current societal debates worldwide
Based on a conference organized by the European Academy of Sciences
Written by respected European experts
This book addresses current societal debates around the globe. Written by respected
researchers from France, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Portugal and Italy, the chapters
are based on presentations given at a conference organized by the European Academy of
Sciences, in partnership with the Royal Academy of Belgium and French Academy of Sciences,
in Brussels (Belgium) in November 2016. The book approaches science and society from a
perspective of progress. Does progress in science ultimately translate into progress in society?
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beneficial for society, including people who are far away from or socially excluded from it?
Progress is a common feature of science and of human societies. There is no doubt that one
of the driving forces of the material and intellectual progress of mankind has been science and
technology. However, these are not the only forces acting on human history, so that the role of
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science and technology is not always fully recognized and sometimes even rejected. The
various chapters of this book cover many aspects of these issues, arriving at valuable new
insights.
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